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First of all... 

 

Never underestimate cats. Or guitar players. The 

former because it is true, cats have nine lives, it's not 

just a saying. The latter because, sometimes, they 

can be a lifeline. And you never know when this 

bond might come in handy. Maybe during a trip. 

Maybe while you are dead. For 12 minutes.  

 

 



Once, I died. For 12 minutes. God, I don't know if it 

was 12 minutes. That is what they told me. I was 

dead. It seems that your life changes forever when 

you die. Well, sure. At the very least, you are no 

longer alive. And I was, not alive, for 12 minutes. 

And I don't remember a thing! Really! A golden 

opportunity missed! Can you believe that I did not 

even have an iPhone, an iPad, or a damn cell phone 

with me to record it, or take a picture as proof? Me, 

the most organized, obsessive-compulsive person 

in the world,  I die for 12 minutes and I do not even 

immortalize the event! Even those guys out there, 

on the outside, relatives and friends that 

immediately rushed over, even they didn't get 

anything. They were too busy trying to help me, or 

so they said. Come to think of it, it wouldn't have 

been the same thing. One thing is having proof if 

you are on the outside looking in, another is being 

there, on the inside looking out. There is no 

comparison, not even close. For a while I had been 

reading all the paranormal topics known to 

mankind like “Life after death”, “Awakenings”, 

“Near-death experiences”, basically, light stuff. The 



topic has its own charm, especially in the mind of a 

teenager with raging hormones like I was. When 

you still don't know who you are or who you want to 

be, when you want to show off and hide at the same 

time, when laughing and crying in the same instant 

seems like the most natural thing in the world. Yes, 

I mean that dastardly beautiful period in life where 

everything and its complete opposite are the same 

thing and you feel like you can conquer the world. 

And also your life. Even your death. And you are 

fearless. So, you want to explore. Constantly 

looking for thrills. Challenging the unknown. 

There's no better drug than the thrill of the 

unknown. It's a perpetual high.   

  

I had never even tried a joint. Of course, I knew that 

smell from the school bathrooms. Pungent and 

sweet. Maybe a little passive sniffing was part of my 

secret flights of fantasy, which was why I often 

found myself in the school’s bathrooms. At some 

point, someone always knocked on the stall:  

- Did you fall in or what? Do you want to get a 

detention or are you going back to class?   



 

When I read the book “Life after death”, I realized 

that there was something impossible standing 

between me and my sense of omnipotence. Well, 

because, despite all of my curiosity, I could not take 

my own life just to see what was in the hereafter. My 

attachment to life kept me constantly and 

tenaciously anchored in the here and now, so I 

resigned myself to imagine it all, delaying the actual 

experience to a future date to be announced. 

Deep down, I must be a lucky person because such 

things only happen to lucky people. One dies and 

it’s forever. I died for only 12 minutes. Yet my luck 

ends there, because, as I said, I do not remember 

anything. I tried hypnosis, because this question, 

this "hole", kept gnawing at me. I wish it were just 

me! Everyone else felt it too. You cannot possibly 

understand the disappointed looks when, upon my 

return from beyond to the here and now, I was 

asked the big question: “Did you see anything? Did 

you see the light?”, and I answered, “Nothing.” Then 

I even had to specify that it was not that I did not 

see anything, it was that I just did not remember. 



This was how I kept the suspense, a fine line that 

separated the main characters of the story from the 

supporting actors, in the sense that the subject was 

not closed, not yet anyway. There was still 

something to be discovered. What was important 

was to hold their attention, because I knew that in 

those little empty heads, the idea had floated for a 

minute that I did not really die. Oh no! I could never 

allow that. You had been looking at my face with a 

puzzled look for years now, for years you had that 

nagging doubt about whether I was just acting or 

telling the truth. It's time you knew. The best part is 

that I will reveal the unknown. You’ll have to be 

content with an idea...  

 

 



A moment or a lifetime before.  
 

Tuesday, March 15 - 4:00 p.m. 

 

I never start anything on Monday. It is too obvious, 

too neat. What I start on Monday, I systematically 

stop the next day, whatever it is. On the other hand, 

Tuesday gives me such a sense of the inevitable, a 

commitment made along the way that lands in front 

of me despite my weekly schedule, like something 

that comes to mess up my plans.  Doctor’s office is 

on the twelfth floor of a building downtown. I have 

to take the elevator and I just hope that it’s one of 

those super-fast and super-high-tech ones. Not 

even close. The booth is one square meter with one 

of those doors with a metal grid that you have pull 

shut really well or nothing moves. It also has two 

narrow shutters like a closet door, and unless you 

open both at the same time, you will not get 

through, not even if you're fasting. After what seems 

like an eternity, as it climbs past landings cluttered 

with lush plants and shiny doors with brass-plated 



numbers, the elevator grinds to a halt. Doctor's 

office is not what I expect. It's cozy. Soft light is 

glowing from the French doors, and there’s 

background music. Chill-out music. The doctor is 

not Italian. She is Austrian. The daughter of a 

Carinthian banker and a Styrian noblewoman, she 

spent her youth in the verdant valleys of Graz, 

surrounded by woods and hills. Basically, like Heidi. 

Apparently, she was a tireless participant in the 

famous Styrian Autumn Festival before devoting 

herself to the study of psychology and 

psychotherapy. One could assume that she must 

have been influenced by her involvement. All those 

paintings hanging on the walls of the waiting room 

must be hers. Still, she does not look like Heidi. She 

is very tall and very thin and has a very soothing 

voice. 

I like this psychoanalyst. She actually never 

interrupts me. She asks me a question and I go off 

on a tangent, careening in the opposite direction as 

I revisit the highway of my life, until the day of the 

happy event. She tells me that I cannot consider it 

happy, because dying is the worst kind of parting.



                       

- Yes, but I’m back. - She says it does not count. I do 

not want to argue. The bed next to the wall to my 

right is beckoning, calling my name, and I cannot 

wait to lie on it. Like hell! After fifty minutes of 

talking about my life, my relationship with my 

father, mother, sisters, men, children, neighbors, 

classmates, teachers, the school janitor, in short, a 

plethora of human connections linked to my very 

existence, she says: - Very well! See you in a week 

and we will address what happened before the 

event. -  What do you mean... a week? If I had 

known before I would not have gone down that 

whole damn highway. A large chunk is still missing! 

Had I known I would have taken the exit sooner, 

maybe at my wedding, although, that is such a 

rough road that even an off-road vehicle would not 

get out unscathed. Not one of the best views I 

admit. Seven days. I am not even sure if she will 

hypnotize me at the next session. 

I have to admit though. This space-time regression 

did serve a purpose. All at once, whether good or 

bad, I saw the faces that for better or for worse, 



scored at least one point on the unseen target of my 

daily path. I felt like an Acela Express, one of those 

high-speed trains that makes no stops, or almost. 

One of those trains that flash by on their nice shiny, 

brand new tracks. One of those trains with a built 

in past that does not leave time, as it zooms by, for 

anyone to rewrite a newer, more amazing version. 

You can’t catch this type of train on the fly. You 

either hop onboard at the station or you’ve missed 

your ride forever.     

But, no. All those bullets stuck in my beautiful 

railway car proved that, at most, I had been a diesel 

train, that I had made a few stops, and at times, even 

slowed down. Otherwise those people would not 

have stayed, they would not have had the chance.

  

What an incredible dilemma I suddenly found 

myself in. I just wanted to recover a lost fragment of 

my past. An important fragment. But now, where 

was I supposed to put all this extra baggage? My 

mind is like a house and I have no more space  

inside . The drawers are full. Even the closets are 



full. I have to make room. I crave order. I need room 

to breathe. 

I really have a ton of clothes. Some date back to 

twenty years ago. I'm one of those people who keeps 

everything, hoping that sooner or later it will come 

back in fashion. It’s irrelevant though whether it 

actually comes back in fashion, because I am no 

longer in fashion. Sometimes my daughter 

rummages through my things. She says they are 

true vintage. Vintage. Old. Outdated. Passé. I’d 

rather call them retro so I won’t get depressed. No, 

even better, vintage, which is more trendy. When 

she finds something that she likes, it makes me 

happy, she is so tiny. It’s like a part of me lives on, a 

precious part, because in reality it no longer exists, 

now it’s a rare commodity. – It’s not a 70’s knit top. 

It’s an original 70’s piece, and I was there. I survived 

the 70’s, and now you're wearing something 

unobtainable, woven with dreams and desires, 

scents and memories that are entangled within 

each fiber. Take good care of it. It’s like you’re 

wearing a part of me. - My daughter looks at me like 

I’m crazy, shrugs her shoulders and takes away the 



loot. I will never see that top again.  

But there is still so much stuff in my closets. Did I 

mention that my daughter is tiny? I was too, but not 

like her. So, many things don’t fit her. 

I tried desperately to fit again into those clothes. I 

even managed to do it in some cases, with 

enormous sacrifices, grueling diets, hours and 

hours of running through fields at dawn and at the 

gym at dusk. But if I don’t do some really drastic 

cleaning, I’m running out of room for anything new. 

Memories included. They will be lost in all this 

mess, hidden under mountains of bell-bottom 

pants and thigh-high miniskirts. Like my size 2.

   

I bought a new package of those extra-large black 

trash bags. Yes, black. Because if I use colored ones, 

I run the risk of realizing it’s not junk, and then, 

little by little, everything will reappear in my closet. 

It happened once already. I can’t see what’s in the 

black trash bags. I twist tie everything and throw 

them in the Goodwill bins, to be resuscitated in 

another part of the world. So, I pretend to also be 

ubiquitous, somehow. My car is full. I better run and 



take everything before I convince myself that there 

are too many bags, and that I should probably leave 

some at home. 


